AN ANALYSIS OF THE EURUSD CRASH
AND HOW WE CALLED IT TO WITHIN A
FEW TICKS

In our pilot edition of what is now ‘The Market Timing Report' we gave our readers
the exact day of the high of the EURUSD market. Not only that we also gave you the
price too! In fact we were so confident of the forthcoming event that we flew out
from England to the USA for an emergency secret meeting. It took place on Good
Friday 2014. Four people were at that meeting including one of the greatest names
in the financial industry. They came in on the holiday especially to hear what we had
to say. This is what we showed them.
In truth, forecasting isn’t quite so simple as shown above.
Here is a full breakdown of how The Market Timing Report made this super accurate
call and the several hundred other calls including the collapse of oil and subsequent
low, the major trend changes in the Dollar Index as well as the major turns in grain
markets to name a few.
The Market Timing Report scans markets in different time frames looking for
different cycles to come together.
If one set come together then a minor turn can be forecast. However the real
benefit of the system comes from when several cycle sets come together - THEN WE
CAN EXPECT THE BIG ONE! A significant change in trend.

An easy way to explain this is as follows.
Firstly we look at the super macro picture.
"The further back we look, the further forward we can see”. The legendary
statesman Sir Winston Churchill said that referring to history. This is also very true
for markets.
Lets begin with a monthly chart.
In the chart below. you can see the largest histogram spike to date shown under the
red line.
A spike of this size indicates a very high probability of a trend change.
Then we look at the medium term cycles and for ease of explanation we classify
these into weekly cycles.

Here you can see another red line coinciding with another tall spike in histogram in
this cycle set. This helps us identify the week within or near the month making this
whole cycle set doubly strong already.

Then we can zoom into the daily cycles as shown below.

And here we can see a really tall histogram into top of the three rows. This is the day
when a trend change is most likely to occur ……and sure enough - it was the exact
day of the high!
So how do you use this? How do we benefit from this?
Well it’s quite clear.
The cycle sets put us on alert as we enter the time window.
As the very first picture - the excerpt from the pilot MTR shows - we were at a
double fibonacci level. In fact closer examination of the chart shows that we have
been a this level for several months. Traders without timing information were losing
their shirts as they kept trying to short the market and kept getting stopped out.
They were too early.
How different would their situation have been if they knew about timing?
And now...

